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Module 8: Participation and Communities
The first part of this lesson plan deals with knowledge about participation and
communities and MIL added value
The second part of this lesson plan, the MILAB, deals with hands-on approach
to teaching about participation and communities

A few definitions (see glossary)
participation
social advocacy
communities

Outline
PART I

Knowledge building

1. Participation before the digital era
2. Participation in the digital world
3.		Characteristics of communities and participation
4. Opportunities and risks
5. Learning objectives, competences and MIL added value
6. Evaluation
7. Training materials

PART II

MILAB

1. Stage 1 activities
2. Stage 2 activities
3. Stage 3 activities
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PART I (4x45min sessions)

1. Participation before the digital era (20 min)
Meetings on squares and public spaces
“Letters to editors” in newspapers
Voting

Session 1:
45 min

Teacher tip:
Participation is a democratic right that is unequally shared

2. Participation in relation to the digital world (25 min)
What’s new with participation on social media?
Many possibilities, with low barriers of entry (free or cheap sites, apps…)
On the positive side:
Belonging to an online community offers insights into other people’s behaviours.
Easier way to make a difference in one’s community (build self-esteem by contributing)
Contributing knowledge and resources (influence, reputation…) to like-minded people
Social advocacy and discussion threads for causes, ideas, petitions, mobilization
Personal development (taking online courses, tutorials…)
Easier way to join together to express discontent and dissent
On the negative side:
Obligation to participate via terms of service (the conditions of access to the service), profile requirements (necessity to provide personal data or a photo...)
Participation that is merchandised and monetised and fuels marketing strategies…

3. Characteristics of online active participation
Discussion: Characteristics of participation according to you?

Session 2:
45 min

Building personal profiles and curating them (personal details, pictures, links,
comments, stats)
Connecting with friends and people (including tracking and nudging by sites
themselves)
Uploading content (mixing, remixing…)
Sharing contract (private and public conversations, comments, collaboration with others)
Building communities or contributing to them
Being a “citizen” by following discussion threads online and having one’ s opinion count (liking, recommending…)
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Teacher tip:
You may want to start from the students’ own practices before covering other possibilities and draw
some conclusions as to the ways in which they participate. Try to understand why and what the
consequences could be.
You may want to refer to LP 5 on social media, in particular the scale going from participation to active contribution.

Participation
• expression
• shared expertise
• shared content

Collaboration
• interaction
• shared contacts and
contents
• remix, revision

Contribution
• reflection
• distributed skills and
competences
• original creation
• co-operation, coconstruction
• feedback

Figure 1: From participation to contribution
Source: Savoir*Devenir

Formats and examples of participation in relation to citizenship competences
Social networking
Social advocacy and awareness raising
Online campaigns and petitions
Funding platforms (Kickstarter, CrowdCube, KisskKssBankBank…)
Discussion forums
Teacher tip:
You can choose one of these formats and have students discuss in relation to participation and communities.
Example: The American web series Critical Role ran one of the highest crowd funding campaigns in
history to transform their programme into an animated series.
You may want to refer to LP 5 on social media and the map of social media in relation to participation/
collaboration/contribution.
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4. Opportunities and risks of participation
Discussion: (20 min)

Session 3:
45 min

danah boyd says that real participation requires :
agentivity
aptitude to understand a social situation
competences for effective contribution
connexions with a segment of the public
emotional resilience to cope with negative feedback
a strong enough social status to be able to express oneself without fear of consequences
Comment according to your own participatory experience…
Teacher tip:
This can be an opportunity to introduce the students to some critical thinkers of the internet through
the TEDx or other YouTube conferences.

Opportunities and risks (15 min)
Opportunities
• Participation
• Community
• Democracy
• Voting

• Contribution
• Belonging
• Social advocacy
• Informed choices

• Obligation to share
• Alienation
• Surveillance profiling
• Nudging and manipulation

Notions

Participation as a human right (Article 27 of Universal Declaration of Human
Rights)
Freedoms and responsibilities
Participation in public spaces vs participation in private spaces
Genuine heterogeneous offline communities (e.g. a village) vs artificial echo
chambers as online communities (e.g. believers in flat earth).
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Building Students’ critical thinking: AIR
• Main actor/author
• Profiles
• Motivation
• Message content

ANALYSE

INTERPRET

• Links
• Awareness metrics such as
impressions, views
• Clicks and engagement metrics
such as likes, shares, comments

• Contribute to social advocacy
• Contribute to awareness raising

REACT

5. Focus on citizenship and COLLABORATION/CONFLICT RESOLUTION
competences (7C) (15 min)
Collaboration/Conflict resolution: this competence is linked to collaboration to promote a health interaction with others in online communities, through wikis, blogs, gales and social media. It includes
values and attitude linked to collaboration and active contribution as well as mastering the tools and
strategies needed to produce counter-narratives like digital storytelling and online rebuttals.
Citizenship enables users to engage actively, positively and responsibly in both online and offline
communities, with a wide range of activities, from consuming, sharing, playing and learning to
searching and working
Comprehension

Citizenship

Creativity

Cross-cultural
communication

Critical Thinking

Collaboration &
conflict(s) resolution

Consumption

See introduction and glossary
Source: Savoir*Devenir
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MIL competences on citizenship and collaboration/conflict resolution competences:
Students should be able to
Demonstrate how media and algorithms affect an individual and society as a whole,
Show empathy, listening and observing before acting and/or publishing
Use critical thinking as a way of combatting structural issues of media ownership and political manipulation and propaganda
Understand the way mass and social media disseminate content and collect data
Identify the risks and opportunities of sharing opinions online
Regognise the dangers of online navigation and consumption
Contribute to knowledge construction, social advocacy etc. through having an active online presence

MIL added Human Right value
Participation

6. Evaluation (45 min)
Essay: Is the act of “voting” becoming more commonplace online?
Consider practices such as ranking, recommending… and also young people disengagement from real life politics… is there a causal relation according to you?

Session 3:
45 min

7. Training support materials
(see additional section to Lesson Plans)
References to other materials and resources
Useful links for pedagogical animation
Glossary
Useful software for MIL integration in learning outcomes (online resources by country)

		https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10wxgYEe9O8GiSKo8kTjv8uQqpkOeHJp5_k0ytBcZsdU/edit?usp=sharing
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PART II. MILAB
(4 x 45 min sessions, according to allotted schedule for MIL)
MILAB activities are devised according to the three stages (1-beginning, 2-consolidating and 3-deepening). The three stages are indicative: they can be followed as
suggested below or used in a ‘plug-in’, modular approach depending upon the time
allotted to MIL and/or the level of outcome desirable.

To go further

They involve several pedagogical activities including: workshops, role play, written
exercises and games. They explore different media formats such as blogs, videos and web articles in order
to build students’ critical thinking skills (AIR).
EXPLORING citizenship and collaboration competences:
contribution to social media via tweet, post, story…

STAGE 1 (15-16):
Understanding participation in social media
Contributing to an online site

45 min

Select a newspaper article or a TV news program
Look at the hashtag associated with it, across one platform (or several)
Ask students to read comments and identify who is the author, with what motives
Ask students to select their favourite comment and add contribution of their own
Consider collectively the risks before posting
Shopping online

2 x 45 min

Have the students go to a popular website for tourism (Lastminute.com, Booking.com …)
Let them test the choices for booking a flight or a hotel room
See the results of “nudging”: what “other” elements are they being offered? How do they show
up on their computer? What does it tell them about profiling, grading and ranking?...
How should they protect their data, their attitudes and values?
Evaluation and feedback

45 min

Essay: Is creating a connection a form of implicit participation while producing media texts and artefacts
would be more explicit ones (e.g. messaging, sharing, tweeting, using Facebook, editing, posting and
uploading)? How implicit, non-conscious forms of production, and explicit forms of participation differ
according to you? Explain why all forms of participation are not the same and give specific examples.
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STAGE 2 (16-17):
Mastering participation for citizenship
Social advocacy: following and analysing a campaign (I)

45 min

Put the students into small groups and ask them follow the campaign of a political movement of their
choice such as:

#Save the planet

#SeguimosEnCampaña

#MeToo

#HowIWillChange

#BlackLivesMatter

What are the arguments exchanged? How are they communicated (text vs image ratio)?
Social advocacy: following and analysing a campaign (II)

2 x 45 min

Ask students to make a table with entries on awareness and engagement metrics on a chosen campaign over a few days. Ask them to create a blog such as:
#name

Awareness metrics

Engagement metrics

impressions

likes

views

shares

clicks

comments

impressions

likes

views

shares

clicks

comments

impressions

likes

views

shares

clicks

comments

impressions

likes

views

shares

clicks

comments

impressions

likes

views

shares

clicks

comments

What conclusions can they draw in terms of effectiveness? of online presence? of offline results and
consequences?
Teacher tip:
There are two major kinds of metrics for participation of audiences and communities:
• awareness metrics such as impressions, views, clicks, links
• engagement metrics such as likes, shares, comments
See LP 10 on Data and AI
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Evaluation and feedback

45 min

Collective writing: in small groups, students should suggest different ways of participating in social
media to defend specific values through social media. Pick the social media and organise the different
levels of participation.
Teacher tip:
You may want to ask students to work on a piece of research that distinguishes between explicit and implicit participation. See: “Participation in Social Media: Studying Explicit and Implicit
Forms of Participation in Communicative Social Networks”, Mikko Villi and Jane Matikainen,
Media and Communication, 2016. Source : https://www.ssoar.info/ssoar/bitstream/handle/document/53828/
ssoar-mediacomm-2016-4-villi_et_al-Participation_in_Social_Media_Studying.pdf?sequence=3

STAGE 3 (18-19):
Building a sustainable online community participation
Active contribution

2 x 45 min

Choose a Wikipedia page on a political movement of their choice
Go to the history of the page and analyse the contributions
Write up a contribution
Follow the evolution of and changes to the content as others modify it or comment it
Online Research

2 x 45 min

Look at Facebook and/or Twitter posts on the “Occupy Movement” in New York (starting 2011).
How did people use online participation for social advocacy and for offline mobilization? How
effective was it (social advocacy, awareness raising)? What does it say about public vs private
spaces (in real life, online)?
Evaluation and feedback

45 min

Case study: What happened to the Occupy Movement since 2011?
Chose one country/city where similar movements took place and comment how the mass media and
the social media have covered the issue.
Discuss in class presenting each country/city case.
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